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Land next to Dunromin 
Cottage, Foundry Row 
Coxhoe, Durham, DH6 4LE 



We invite conditional and un conditional offers for this 
site which measures approximately 1 acre. Located in 
the village of Coxhoe, and overlooking the village 
green, this piece of land previously benefited from 
outline planning permission for 9 houses, which was 
granted in 2010 and has now lapsed. 

For all of the details please visit the Durham council 
website and use the reference number 4/10/00625/OUT. 
The site would suit a variety of uses, subject to necessary 
planning permission. 

Access to the site is over land belonging to the parish 
council, however a statutory declaration is available 
which advises of access in two routes dating back to 
1960's. Further details are available on request.  

Our clients advise that the site is not registered for VAT. 

The site is perfectly placed with having a supermarket 
and the rest of the village amenities within a very short 
walk, while Durham city centre lies less than 5 miles 
away. The A1 motorway is less than a mile away 
providing excellent transport links 

Agents note : J W Wood are contractually bound to be 
retained as the selling agents for any houses that are 
built and sold on this site. For further details, please 
contact the Land and New Homes department 

For additional information and full photo gallery please 
visit jww.co.uk 



Tenure - Freehold

Viewing - By appointment through JW Wood 

Directions 
From our local office in Durham city on Old Elvet turn left 
at the traffic lights into New Elvet.  Take the left hand fork
immediately after the traffic lights onto Hallgarth Street 
and at the end of Hallgarth Street take the second exit 
at the roundabout onto the A(177) Highway.  Follow this 
road through the outskirts of Shincliffe Village, High 
Shincliffe and through Bowburn.  Continue straight 
ahead at the roundabout and follow this road, the 
B6291 into Coxhoe. Go past the first row of shops on the 
left hand side of the road, then turn left onto Foundry 
row. The Entrance to the property lies on the right hand 
side, just past the trees. 

Details prepared by: 
Martyn Hunter 
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